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About This Game
Are you ready for the next level of Tower Defense games?

Epic multiplayer battles
Whether it's 1-on-1 or team-on-team: in the fast-paced multiplayer duels, every decision counts! While you're constantly
sending monster troops to your opponent, you can't neglect your own defense. With each level up you can choose from dozens
of skills to best support your playing style.
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Endless single-player gaming fun
Three innovative game modes, five difficulty levels, seven scenarios, countless maps and enemy types – the single player offers
you everything you need for long-term gaming fun. Compete in rankings with your friends and players from your city, your
country and the whole world – and check out how the best play via detailed rankings.

Easy to use level editor
Create your own maps in the included editor and publish them with one click so everyone can play them!
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Direct line to the developers
Are you struggling with problems or have ideas to improve the game? Contact us directly! Since the beginning of Early Access
we publish updates with fixes and enhancements every two weeks – including many suggestions we received directly from you.

Features
65 different towers from a Ballista to a Volcano
3 singleplayer modes: Classic Mode, Survival Mode, Hero Mode
47 items from a Mithril Chassis to Deadly Poison Bombs
48 monster abilities from Gold Rush to Invincibility
7 settings from desert to ice world
21 different skills in multiplayer with multiple upgrades
107 different monsters containing 21 elementals
13 quests for bonus items in Hero Mode
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Title: Elemental War
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Clockwork Origins
Publisher:
Clockwork Origins
Release Date: 18 Oct, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7 SP1+
Processor: Dual Core with 3 GHz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: GTX 660 2GB, AMD Radeon 7850 2GB
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German
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It would be nice if the cosmetics (clothes and title) were account wide.. By bringing up new elements\/boxes with different
individual features, the developer(s) show his\/their creativity and that he's\/they're putting effort into this classic mini game.
Fun to play and cheap to buy.. Virtual Virtual Reality i a great concept! I also love the characters and how excellent they are
written and voiced. However as an actual game it does poorly. It's too confusing and i got stuck several times because i had
absolutely no clue of what to do or how to get out of certain situations. I know it's about exploring possibilities, but the
experience was often frustrating and repetitive. So in the end i have to give a thumbs down. I did not really enjoy the game..
Really nice game. For those who love to listen to musik and get brain♥♥♥♥ed by light effects, this is ur game!
Keep on going nice game!. Money well spent.
I loved it.. Best game I've ever played in years of gaming!
I just hope it steers to the right direction for the final release.
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snake in VR! love it. Simple but entrancing, just be careful not to trip or tangle your chord as you play. Reaseacrch all the free
music makers first for chiptunes and you'll find this the most hasle free paid software to make chiptunes that's easy to use. Also,
I have Audacity (Freeware) to handle more complcated mixing like voice or other wavs from other programs. Audacity will also
export as a mp3.. + it's quite unique, it differs a lot from any other german loco I own (I own many)
+ it's very powerful and fun to drive. feels realistic (I'm not comparing to the real thing though, I've never seen one)
+ the looks and sounds (detailed, not reused)
+ the included scenarios are OK. A bit challenging too since they involve heavy freight configurations.
- SIFA is implemented but PZB isn't
- could use some more bundled scenarios
It's a good addition. You have my recommendation.. Perhaps the 1984 of the current year.. This is an age old classic! Imagine
my surprise when I found out that it was re-released on Steam! The good ol' days of Windows 3.1!
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This patch makes some fixes to the game.
Fixed:

Fixed inability to create compass

Corrected the sound of the sea on the cliff

Corrected the behavior of "The Stone Doctor" in the hospital

Fixed being able to get into another dimension with the scanner

Fixed inability to break down some open doors by "The Stone Doctor"
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